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This paper is concerned with conditions for the admissibility of a translation
invariant function space M with respect to a well posed linear evolution equation
dudt=Au+ f (t), t # R (V). We propose a new approach to this problem by con-
sidering the sum of two commuting operators &ddt := &DM and the operator of
multiplication by A on M. On the one hand, the closure of this operator is the
infinitesimal generator of the so-called evolution semigroup associated with (V). On
the other hand, the generator G of this semigroup relates a mild solution u of (V)
to the forcing term f by the rule Gu=&f. Consequently, various spectral criteria of
the type _(DM) & _(A)=< for the admissibility of the function space M with
respect to (V) can be proved in an elegant manner. Moreover, they can be naturally
extended to general classes of differential equations, including higher order and
abstract functional differential equations. Applications and examples are provided
to illustrate the obtained results.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let X be a given complex Banach space and M be a translation
invariant subspace of the space of X-valued bounded uniformly continuous
functions on the real line BUC(R, X). The problem of our primary concern
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in this paper is to find conditions for M to be admissible with respect to
differential equations of the form
du
dt
=Au+ f (t), (1)
where A is a (unbounded) linear operator with nonempty resolvent set on
the Banach space X. By a tradition, by admissibility here we mean that for
every f # M Eq.(1) has a unique solution (in a suitable sense) which
belongs to M as well. The admissibility theory of function spaces is a
classical and well-studied subject of the qualitative theory of differential
equations, see, e.g., [11, 29], which goes back to a fundamental study of
O. Perron on characterization of exponential dichotomy of linear ordinary
differential equations.
In recent years, of increasing interest is the asymptotic behavior of solu-
tions to Eq. (1) and their nonlinear perturbation, see, e.g., [16, 19, 37, 38,
44] and our list of references. In this direction, a particular attention has
been focused on extending the classical results of the admissibility theory to
the infinite dimensional case, see, e.g., the books [19] for parabolic
equations, [26, Chap. 10; 44] for evolutionary integral equations and the
papers [6, 21, 24, 25, 3234, 42, 43, 46, 49, 55, 57, 61, 62].
The next problem we will deal with in the paper is concerned with the
situation in which one fails to solve Eq. (1) uniquely in M. Even in this
case one can still find conditions on A so that a given solution
uf # BUC(R, X) belongs to M. In this direction, one interesting criterion is
the countability of the imaginary spectrum of the operator A (see [26,
p. 92]) which is based on the spectral inclusion
ispAP(uf)/iR & _(A), (2)
where spAP(uf) is called (in terminology of [26]) the set of points of non-
almost periodicity). The reader may consult [2, 3, 5, 7, 21, 48, 55, 56] for
more information on the recent developments in this direction. We refer the
reader to our separate papers [35, 36, 50] and the references therein for
information on another direction dealing with such conditions that if
Eq.(1) has a solution uf # BUC(R, X), then it has a solution in M (which
may be different from uf).
In this paper we propose a new approach to the admissibility theory of
function spaces of Eq. (1) by considering the sum of two commuting
operators &ddt :=&DM and the operator of multiplication by A on M.
As a result we will give simple proofs of recent results on the subject.
Moreover, by this approach the results can be naturally extended to
general classes of differential equations, including higher order and abstract
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functional differential equations. Various spectral criteria of the type
_(DM) & _(A)=< for the admissibility of the function space M and
applications will be discussed.
We now describe more detailedly our approach which is based on the
notion of evolution semigroups and the method of sums of commuting
operators. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a C0 -semigroup (etA)t0 .
Then the evolution semigroup (T h)h0 on the function space M associated
with Eq.(1) is defined by T hg(t) :=ehAg(t&h), \t # R, h0, # M (see, e.g.,
[6, 21, 24, 25, 32, 33, 39, 45, 46, 49] for the case M=C0(R, X), Lp(R, X)
and [1, 7, 34] for the case M is a subspace of BUC(R, X)). Under certain
conditions on M, the evolution semigroup (T h)h0 is strongly continuous.
On the one hand, its infinitesimal generator G is the closure of the operator
&ddt+A on M. On the other hand, the generator G relates a mild solu-
tion u of Eq. (1) to the forcing term f by the rule Gu=&f. The conditions
for which the closure of &ddt+A, as a sum of two commuting operators,
is invertible, are well studied in the theory of sums of commuting operators.
We refer the reader to [3, 10, 13, 44] and the references therein for more
information on the theory and applications of sums of commuting
operators method to differential equations. To the best of our knowledge,
so far this method is mainly applied to study the existence and regularity
of solutions to the Cauchy problem corresponding to Eq. (1) on a finite
interval. In this context, it is natural to extend this method to the
admissibility theory of function spaces.
Among a large number of references (of which we are able to list only
a few in our paper) we would like to mention the recent papers [34, 43,
57] to which our paper is very closely related.
Our paper is organized as follows: Section 1 gives an introduction to the
problem studied in this paper. In Section 2 we collect some known notions
and results on the spectral theory of functions and a result due to
W. Arendt, F. Ra biger, and A. Sourour on the spectral properties of a sum
of two commuting operators which we will use throughout the paper. The
main results of this paper are contained in Section 3. In turn, Section 3 is
divided into 5 subsections. In Subsection 3.1 we will study the closed exten-
sion L of the operator ddt&A which will be the key tool for discussing the
relationship between various notions of admissibility as well as for further
studies in the rest of the paper. Subsection 3.2 serves as a test for our
approach. Our Theorems 3.1, 3.2 are closely related to recent results in
[43, 44, 57] with quite different proofs (see also comments following
these theorems). Theorem 3.3 is a generalization of our recent result
[34, Theorem 3], with minor modification of the previous argument, which
gives a positive answer to the problem raised in [55, p. 411]. Subsection
3.3 is devoted to the natural extension of our construction to higher order
equations. Theorem 3.4 implies Theorem 3.5 which generalizes a recent
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result in [2, Theorem 4.5; 5, p. 6465]. It turns out that for the second
order equations the conditions for admissibility can be considerably
weakened (see Theorem 3.6). In Subsection 3.4 we consider abstract func-
tional differential equations. Analogs of Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 3.6 are stated in
Theorems 3.7, 3.8, 3.9. Using the operator L we present a nonlinear pertur-
bation theory for abstract functional differential equations in Theorem 3.10.
The last subsection contains several examples and applications to illustrate
our abstract results.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we collect some known notions and results concerning the
spectral theory of functions on the real line as well as spectral properties
of sums of commuting operators which will be employed in the sequel.
Throughout the paper we will use the following notations: N, Z, R, C
stand for the set of natural, integer, real, complex numbers, respectively; X
will denote a given complex Banach space. If T is a linear operator on X,
then D(T ) stands for its domain. Given two Banach spaces Y, Z by
L(Y, Z) we will denote the space of all bounded linear operators from Y
to Z and L(X, X) :=L(X). As usual, _(T ), \(T), R(*, T ) are the notations
of the spectrum, resolvent set and resolvent of the operator T. The nota-
tions BUC(R, X), AP(X) will stand for the space of all X-valued bounded
uniformly continuous functions on R and its subspace of almost periodic
functions in Bohr’s sense. The function space AAP(X) :=AP(X)
C0(R, X), where C0(R, X) consists of all functions v # BUC(R, X) such
that lim |t|   v(t)=0. By (S(t))t0 we will denote the translation group
on BUC(R, X), i.e., S(t) v(s) :=v(t+s), \t, s # R, s # BUC(R, X) with
infinitesimal generator D :=ddt which is defined on D(D) :=BUC1(R, X).
Let M be a subspace of BUC(R, X), A be a linear operator on X. We shall
denote by AM the operator f # M [ Af ( } ) with D(AM)=[ f # M | \t # R,
f (t) # D(A), Af ( } ) # M]. When M=BUC(R, X) we shall use the notation
A :=AM . For translation invariant subspaces M/BUC(R, X) we will
denote by DM the infinitesimal generator of the translation group
(S(t) |M)t # R in M. Throughout the paper we always assume that A is a
given operator on X with \(A){<, (and thus it is closed).
In the paper we will use the notion of translation-invariance of a
function space, which we recall in the following definition, and additional
conditions on it.
Definition 2.1. A closed and translation invariant subspace M of the
function space BUC(R, X), i.e., S({)M/M for all { # R, is said to satisfy
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(i) condition H1 if the following condition is fulfilled:
\C # L(X), \f # M O Cf # M,
(ii) condition H2 if the following condition is fulfilled: For every closed
linear operator A, if f # M such that f (t) # D(A), \t, Af # BUC(R, X), then
Af # M,
(iii) condition H3 if the following condition is fulfilled:
\B # L(M, X) \f # M O BS( } ) f # M.
Remark 2.1. As remarked in [57, p. 401], condition H3 is equivalent to
the assertion that for every bounded linear operator B # L(BUC(R, X))
which commutes with the translation group (S(t))t # R one has BM/M.
In connection with the translation invariant subspaces we need the
following simple spectral properties.
Lemma 2.1. (i) Let M satisfy condition H1. Then _(AM)/_(A)=
_(A) and
&R(*, AM)&&R(*, A)&=&R(*, A)&, \* # \(A);
(ii) Let M satisfy condition H3 and B be a bounded linear operator on
BUC(R, X) which commutes with the translation group. Then _(BM)/_(B)
and
&R(*, BM)&&R(*, B)&, \* # \(B).
Proof. (i) Let * # \(A). We show that * # \(AM). In fact, as M
satisfies condition H1, \f # M, R(*, A) f ( } ) :=(*&A)&1 f ( } ) # M. Thus
the function R(*, A) f ( } ) is a solution to the equation (*&AM) u= f.
Moreover, since * # \(A) it is seen that the above equation has at most one
solution. Hence * # \(AM). Obviously, &R(*, AM)&&R(*, A)&. Similarly,
we can show that if * # \(A), then * # \(A) and &R(*, A)&&R(*, A)&.
(ii) The proof of the second assertion can be done in the same
way. K
In the paper, as a model of the translation invariant subspaces, which
satisfy all conditions H1, H2, H3 we can take
4(X) :=[u # BUC(R, X) : sp(u)/4], (3)
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where 4 is a given closed subset of the real line and sp(u) denotes the
spectrum of the function u. In turn, the spectrum of a given function
u # BUC(R, X) is defined as the following set (Beurling spectrum)
sp(u) :=[! # R : \=>0 _f # L1(R), supp Ff/(!&=, !+=), f V u{0],
(4)
where
f V u(s) :=|
+
&
f (s&t) u(t) dt; Ff (s) :=|

&
e&istf (t) dt.
It coincides with the set (Carleman spectrum) consisting of ! # R such that
the FourierCarleman transform of u
u^(*)={|

0
e&*tu(t) dt
&|

0
e*tu(&t) dt
(Re *>0);
(Re *<0)
(5)
has no holomorphic extension to a neighborhood of i! (see, e.g., [44,
Proposition 0.5, p. 22]). In turn, the Carleman spectrum of a uniformly
continuous and bounded function u coincides with its Arveson spectrum
isp(u)=_(DMu), (6)
where Mu is the closed subspace of BUC(R, X) spanned by all translations
of u, i.e.,
Mu :=spann[S({) u, { # R], (7)
(see [2, Sect. 2] for a short introduction to these notions of spectrum and
its inter-relations).
We collect some main properties of the spectrum of a function, which we
will need in the sequel, for the reader’s convenience.
Theorem 2.1. Let f, gn # BUC(R, X), n # N such that gn  f as n  .
Then
(i) sp( f ) is closed,
(ii) sp( f ( } +h))=sp( f ),
(iii) If : # C"[0] sp(:f )=sp( f ),
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(iv) If sp(gn)/4 for all n # N then sp( f )/4 ,
(v) If A is a closed operator, f (t) # D(A), \t # R and Af # BUC(R, X),
then sp(Af )/sp( f ),
(vi) sp( V f )/sp( f ) & supp F, \ # L1(R).
Proof. For the proof we refer the reader to [44, Proposition 0.4, p. 20,
Theorem 0.8, p. 21; 56, Proposition 1.1]. K
We recall now the notion of two commuting operators which will be
used in the sequel.
Definition 2.2. Let A and B be operators on a Banach space G with
non-empty resolvent set. We say that A and B commute if one of the following
equivalent conditions hold:
(i) R(*, A) R(+, B)=R(+, B) R(*, A) for some (all) * # \(A), + # \(B),
(ii) x # D(A) implies R(+, B) x # D(A) and AR(+, B) x=R(+, B) Ax
for some (all) + # \(B).
For % # (0, ?), R>0 we denote 7(%, R)=[z # C: |z|R, |arg z|%].
Definition 2.3. Let A and B be commuting operators. Then
(i) A is said to be of class 7(%+?2, R) if there are positive
constants %, R such that 0<%<?2, and
7(%+?2, R)/\(A) and sup
* # 7(%+?2, R)
&*R(*, A)&<, (8)
(ii) A and B are said to satisfy condition P if there are positive
constants %, %$, R, %$<% such that A and B are of class 7(%+?2, R),
7(?2&%$, R), respectively.
If A and B are commuting operators, A+B is defined by (A+B) x=
Ax+Bx with domain D(A+B)=D(A) & D(B).
In this paper we will use the following norm, defined by A on the space
X, &x&TA :=&R(*, A) x&, where * # \(A). It is seen that different * # \(A)
yields equivalent norms. We say that an operator C on X is A-closed if its
graph is closed with respect to the topology induced by TA on the product
X_X. It is easily seen that C is A-closable if xn  0, xn # D(C), Cxn  y
with respect to TA in X implies y=0. In this case, A-closure of C is
denoted by C A.
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Theorem 2.2. Assume that A and B commute. Then the following
assertions hold:
(i) If one of the operators is bounded, then
_(A+B)/_(A)+_(B). (9)
(ii) If A and B satisfy condition P, then A+B is A-closable, and
_((A+B) A)/_(A)+_(B). (10)
In particular, if D(A) is dense in X, then (A+B) A=A+B, where A+B
denotes the usual closure of A+B.
Proof. For the proof we refer the reader to [3, Theorems 7.2, 7.3]. K
Note that the assertion (ii) of Theorem 2.2 can be improved a little
which turns out to be useful for the higher order equations which we will
consider in the next section.
Proposition 2.1. Let A and B be commuting operators such that there
are positive constants R, #, $, 0<%$<%<?, 1<#+$ and
(i) 7(%+?2, R)/\(A) and sup
* # 7(%+?2, R)
|*| # &R(*, A)&<,
(11)
(ii) 7(?2&%$, R)/\(B) and sup
* # 7(?2&%$, R)
|*|$ &R(*, B)&<.
(12)
Then the assertion (ii) of Theorem 2.2 holds also true.
Proof. The proof of this proposition can be taken from that of [3,
Theorem 7.3] by taking into account the convergence of all the integrals
used in the proof of [3, Theorem 7.3]. K
3. MAIN RESULTS
3.1. Differential Operator ddt&A and Notions of Admissibility
We start the main section of the paper by discussing the inter-relations
of various notions of admissibility of a translation invariant function space
M with respect to the equation
dx
dt
=Ax+ f (t), x # X, t # R, (13)
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where A is a linear operator acting on X. To this end, we first recall the
following definitions:
Definition 3.1. (i) An X-valued function u on R is said to be a solu-
tion on R to Eq. (13) for given linear operator A and f # BUC(R, X) (or
sometime, classical solution) if u # BUC1(R, X), u(t) # D(A), \t and u
satisfies Eq. (13) for all t # R.
(ii) Let A be the generator of a C0 semigroup of linear operators. An
X-valued continuous function u on R is said to be a mild solution on R to
Eq. (13) for a given f # BUC(R, X) if u satisfies
u(t)=e(t&s) Au(s)+|
t
s
e(t&r) Af (r) dr, \ts.
Definition 3.2 (i) (cf. [43]) A closed translation invariant subspace
M/BUC(R, X) is said to be admissible with respect to Eq. (13) if for each
f # M0 :=M & BUC1(R, X) there is a unique solution u # M0 of Eq. (13)
and if fn # M0 , n # N, fn  0 as n   in M0 , then the corresponding
solutions un  0 as n  .
(ii) Let M satisfy condition H1. M is said to be weakly admissible
with respect to Eq. (13) if DM&AM is TA -closable and 0 # \(DM&AM A).
(iii) Let A be the generator of a C0 -semigroup. A translation
invariant closed subspace M of BUC(R, X) is said to be mildly admissible
with respect to Eq. (13) if for every f # M there exists a unique mild
solution xf # M to Eq. (13).
Remark 3.1. By definition it is obvious that admissibility implies that
DM&AM is closable and 0 # \(DM&AM ).
We now discuss the relationship between the notions of admissibility,
weak admissibility and mild admissibility if A is the generator of a
C0 -semigroup. To this end, we introduce the following operator LM .
Definition 3.3. Let M be a translation invariant closed subspace of
BUC(R, X). We define the operator LM on M as follows: u # D(LM) if and
only if u # M and there is f # M such that
u(t)=e(t&s) Au(s)+|
t
s
e(t&r) Af (r) dr, \ts (14)
and in this case LM u := f.
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Let A be a given operator and M be a translation invariant closed sub-
space of BUC(R, X). We recall that in M the topology TA is defined by the
norm & f &TA :=&R(*, AM) f & for * # \(A)/\(AM). The following lemma
will play an important role in the remainder of the paper.
Lemma 3.1. Let A be the generator of a C0 -semigroup and M be a trans-
lation invariant closed subspace of BUC(R, X) satisfying condition H1. Then
the operator LM is well-defined single valued, TA -closed, and thus it is a
closed and TA -closed extension of the sum of two commuting operators
DM&AM .
Proof. First we show that LM is a well defined singled valued operator
on M. To this purpose, we suppose that there are u, f1 , f2 # M such that
LM u= f1 , LM u= f2 .
By definition this means that Eq. (14) holds for f =fi , i=1, 2. We now
show that f1= f2 . In fact we have
u(t)=e(t&s) Au(s)+|
t
s
e(t&r) Af1(r) dr, \ts,
=e(t&s) Au(s)+|
t
s
e(t&r) Af2(r) dr, \ts.
This yields that
|
t
s
e(t&r) A( f1(r)& f2(r)) dr=0, \ts. (15)
Since (etA)t0 is strongly continuous, the integrand in the left hand side of
(15) is continuous with respect to r, (rt). Thus,
0= lim
s  t&
1
t&s |
t
s
e(t&r) A( f1(r)& f2(r)) dr=e(t&t) Af1(t)& f2(t)
=f1(t)& f2(t), \t.
Now we show the TA -closedness of the operator LM . Let un , fn #
M/BUC(R, X), n # N such that
lim
n  
R(*, AM) un=R(*, AM) u, u # M,
lim
n  
R(*, AM) fn=R(*, AM) f, f # M,
LM un= fn .
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By assumption we have
un(t)=e(t&s) Aun(s)+|
t
s
e(t&!) Afn(!) d!, \ts.
Thus
u(t)+(un(t)&u(t))=e(t&s) Au(s)+(e(t&s) Aun(s)&e(t&s) Au(s))
+|
t
s
e(t&!) Af (!) d!
+\|
t
s
e(t&!) A( fn(!)& f (!)+ d!, \ts.
Since R(*, A) etA=etAR(*, A) we have
&R(*, A) e(t&s) A(un(s)&u(s))&=&e(t&s) AR(*, A)(un(s)&u(s))&
Ne(t&s) | &R(*, A)(un(s)&u(s))&
Ne(t&s) | &R(*, AM)(un&u)&M
=Ne(t&s) | &un&u&TA .
Thus,
lim
n  
&R(*, A) e(t&s) A(un(s)&u(s))&=0. (16)
On the other hand,
"R(*, A) |
t
s
e(t&!) A( fn(!)&f (!)) d!"
="|
t
s
e(t&!) AR(*, A)( fn(!)& f (!)) d!"
|
t
s
Ne (t&s) | &R(*, AM)( fn& f )& d!. (17)
This yields that
lim
n  
R(*, A) |
t
s
e (t&!) A( fn(!)& f (!)) d!=0 \ts. (18)
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Combining (16) and (18) we see that
R(*, A) u(t)=R(*, A)(e(t&s) Au(s)+|
t
s
e(t&!) Af (!) d!), \ts. (19)
From the injectiveness of R(*, A) we get
u(t)=e(t&s) Au(s)+|
t
s
e(t&!) Af (!) d!, \ts,
i.e., LMu= f. This completes the proof of the lemma. K
The following lemma will relate the operator LM to the closure of the
sum of two commuting operators DM&AM .
Lemma 3.2. Let A be the generator of a C0 -semigroup and M be a
closed translation invariant subspace of AAP(X) which satisfies condition
H1. Then
DM&AM =LM .
Proof. This lemma can be deduced from [1, Theorem 2] as done in
[32; 34, Lemma 2]. In fact, let us consider the semigroup (T h)h0
T hv(t) :=ehAv(t&h), v # M, h0.
As is known, since M/AAP(X) this semigroup is strongly continuous (see
[34, Lemma 2]) which has &LM as its generator. On the other hand, since
(T h)h0 is the composition of two commuting and strongly continuous
semigroups, by [37, p. 24] this generator is nothing but &DM+AM . K
Remark 3.2. (i) In Lemma 3.2 we need the condition M/AAP(X) to
guarantee the strong continuity of the semigroup (T h)h0 on M because
we do not know which subspace of BUC(R, X) larger than AAP(X) the
semigroup (T h)h0 is strongly continuous on. In general, as shown in [1,
Theorem 2], the condition M/AAP(X) can be replaced by the condition
that (T h)h0 is strongly continuous on M.
(ii) By Remark 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, if a closed translation invariant
function space M is admissible with respect to Eq. (13), then the operator
L&1M exists as a bounded operator, defined everywhere on M.
Corollary 3.1. Let A be the generator of a C0 -semigroup and M be a
translation invariant closed subspace of BUC(R, X). Then the notions of
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admissibility, weak admissibility and mild admissibility of M for Eq. (13) are
equivalent provided one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(i) M satisfies condition H1 and M/AAP(X);
(ii) M satisfies condition H2 and A is the generator of an analytic
C0 -semigroup.
Proof. (i) Since the admissibility of M for Eq. (13) implies in
particular that 0 # \(DM&AM ), and by Lemmas 3.1, 3.2
DM&AM =DM&AM
A=LM
the implication admissibilityO mild admissibility is clear. Also, the equivalence
between mild admissibility and weak admissibility is obvious. It remains
only to show mild admissibility O admissibility, i.e., if
0 # \(LM),
then M is admissible with respect to Eq. (13). In fact, by assumption, for
every f # M there is a unique mild solution u :=L&1M f of Eq. (13). It can be
seen that the function u({+} ) # M is a mild solution of Eq. (13) with the
forcing term f ({+} ) for every fixed { # R. Hence, by the uniqueness,
u({+} )=L&1M f ({+} ). We can rewrite this fact as
S({) L&1M f =L
&1
M S({) f, \f # M, { # R.
From this and the boundedness of L&1M ,
lim
{  0+
S({) u&u
{
=L&1M lim
{  0+
S({) f &f
{
.
Thus, the assumption that f # M0 implies that the left hand side limit exists.
Thus, u=L&1M f # M0 . As is well known, since f is differentiable 
t
s e
(t&!) A
f (!) d! is differentiable (see [15, Theorem, p. 84]). Thus, by definition of
mild solutions, from the differentiability of u it follows that e(t&s) Au(s) is
differentiable with respect to ts. Thus, u(s) # D(A) for every s # R.
Finally, this shows that u( } ) is a classical solution to Eq. (13) on R, i.e.,
u=L&1M f # M0 . Now the boundedness of L
&1
M implies that if fn # M0  0 as
n  , then un=L&1M fn  0 as n  . Hence, this yields the admissibility
of M with respect to Eq. (13), i.e., the first assertion is proved.
(ii) We first show the implications ‘‘admissibilityO weak admissibility’’
and ‘‘admissibility O mild admissibility.’’ In fact, since by Lemma 3.1
DM&AM /DM&AM
A/LM
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we see that DM&AM
A, LM are surjective. Thus it remains to show that
DM&AM
A, LM are injective. Actually, it suffices to show only that LM is
injective. Let u # M such that LM u=0. By definition,
u(t)=e(t&s) Au(s), \ts.
Since (etA)t0 is analytic this yields that d ku(t)dtk # D(A), \t, \k # N (see
[27, Proposition 2.1.1, p. 35; 51]). Moreover
u( j)(t)=e(t&s) AA ju(s), \ts, j=1, 2.
Thus, by [27, Proposition 2.1.1, p. 35],
&u( j)(t)&=&A je1Au(t&1)&N &u&, j=1, 2,
where N is a positive constant independent of u. This shows that u$( } ) #
BUC(R, X). Hence, by assumption, u$( } )=Au( } ) # M, i.e., u is a classical
solution on R to Eq. (13). By assumption, from the admissibility it follows
that u=0.
Now we show the implication ‘‘weak admissibility O mild admissibility.’’
As D(DM&AM A) contains all classical solutions on R, the proof of this
implication can be done as in that of the previous ones.
The proof of the corollary is complete if we prove the implication ‘‘mild
admissibility O admissibility.’’ In fact, this can be shown as in the proof
of (i). K
3.2. Admissibility for Abstract Ordinary Differential Equations
In this subsection we will demonstrate some advantages of using the
operator ddt&A as the sum of two commuting operators to study the
admissibility theory for Eq. (13). In fact, various conditions for the
admissibility of a closed translation invariant function space M with
respect to Eq. (13) of the type _(DM) & _(A)=< can be proved in an
elegant manner. Because of the failure of the spectral mapping theorem of
semigroups in the infinite dimensional case we will discuss also an
alternative condition of the type e_(DM) & _(eA)=< and an extension to
the nonautonomous case.
Recall that by definition 4(X)=[ f # BUC(R, X) : sp( f )/4], where 4
is a given closed subset of R. Obviously, 4(X) is a translation invariant
closed subspace of BUC(R, X). Moreover, it satisfies all conditions H1, H2,
H3. In the sequel we shall need the following basic property of the transla-
tion group on 4(X) which proof can be done in a standard manner. For
the reader’s convenience we give it below.
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Lemma 3.3. Let 4 be a closed subset of the real line. Then
_(D4(X))=i4. (20)
Proof. First, we note that for every * # 4, Dei* } x=i*ei* } x. Therefore,
\* # 4, i* # _(D4(X)). Now we show the converse. In fact for *0  4 we shall
show that i*0 # \(D4(X)). To this end, we consider the equation
du
dt
=i*0u+ g(t), g # 4(X). (21)
Since isp(g)=_(DMg), where Mg is the closed subspace of BUC(R, X),
spanned by all translations of g (see, e.g., [2, 55]), we get i*0  _(DMg); and
hence the above equation has a unique solution h # Mg . Since Mg /4(X),
h is the unique solution of Eq. (26) in 4(X) as well, i.e., i*0 # \(D4(X)).
The second assertion can be proved in the same way. K
Thus we have the following
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a closed translation invariant subspace of the
space BUC(R, X) satisfying condition H1, 4 be a closed subset of the real
line, and A have non-empty resolvent set. Moreover let i4 & _(A)=<. Then
for every f # M & 4(X), Eq. (13) has a unique bounded solution in M & 4(X)
provided one of the following conditions holds
(i) either 4 is compact, or
(ii) the operator A is bounded on X.
In particular, the subspace M & 4(X) is admissible with respect to Eq. (13)
in both cases.
Proof. (i) First of all, by assumption, it is seen that the operator
DM & 4(X) is bounded (see, e.g., [12, Corollary 8.20, p. 214; 26, p. 88]).
Since M & 4(X) satisfies also condition H1, by Lemma 2.1,
_(AM & 4(X))/_(A). (22)
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.3 and the translation invariance
and closedness of M, we observe that for every f # M & 4(X) and
* # \(D4(X)), Re *>0
R(*, D4(X)) f =|

0
e&*tS(t) f dt # M & 4(X).
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Since R(+, D4(X)) f is continuous in + # \(D4(X))=C"i4, we get
R(*, D4(X)) f # M & 4(X)
for all * # \(D4(X)). This yields that for every * # \(D4(X)) the equation
*u&DM & 4(X) u= f
is uniquely solvable in M & 4(X), i.e.,
\(D4(X))/\(DM & 4(X)).
Hence by Lemma 3.3,
_(DM & 4(X))/_(D4(X))=i4. (23)
Now (22) and (23) yield that
_(DM & 4(X)) & _(AM & 4(X))=<.
Since 4 is compact, the operator DM & 4(X) is bounded (see, e.g., [12,
Corollary 8.20, p. 214; 26, p. 88]). Now we are in a position to apply
Theorem 2.2(i) to the pair of operators DM & 4(X) and AM & 4(X) , so the first
assertion of the theorem is proved.
(ii) The second assertion can be proved in the same manner. K
Remark 3.3. The case where A generates a C0 -semigroup has been con-
sidered in [57]. In [43], the theorem has been proved for a more general
form of equations in the case where the function space M=4(X). Note
that, the methods used in [43, 57] are quite different from ours.
We now consider the case where the operators A and D satisfy
condition P.
Theorem 3.2. Let (A+:) be of class 7(%+?2, R) for some real : and
M be a translation invariant subspace of BUC(R, X). Moreover, let
_(A) & _(DM)=<. Then the following assertions hold true:
(i) If M satisfies condition H1, then M is weakly admissible with
respect to Eq. (13);
(ii) If M satisfies condition H2 and A is the generator of a
C0 -semigroup, then M is admissible, weakly admissible and mildly admissible
with respect to Eq. (13);
(iii) If M/AAP(X) satisfies condition H1 and A is the generator of
a C0 -semigroup, then M is admissible, weakly admissible and mildly
admissible with respect to Eq. (13).
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Proof. Note that under the theorem’s assumption the operators A+:
and D satisfy condition P for some real :. In fact, we can check only that
sup
* # 7(?2&=, R)
&*R(*, DM)&<, (24)
where 0<=<?2. Since * # 7(?2&=, R) with 0<=<?2
&*R(*, DM) f &=|*| "|

0
e&*tf ( } +t) dt"
|*| |

0
e&Re *t dt & f &

|*|
Re *
& f &
M & f &, (25)
where M is a constant independent of f. Thus, by Theorem 2.2,
_(DM&AM )A&:=_(DM&AM A&:)
=_(DM&(AM+:))A
/_(DM)&_(AM+:)
/_(DM)&_(AM)&:.
Hence
_(DM&AM A)/_(DM)&_(A). (26)
By assumption and by Lemma 2.1, since _(DM) & _(A)=< we have
_(DM) & _(A)=<. From (32) and this argument we get
0  _(DM&AM A). (27)
Hence, this implies in particular the weak admissibility of the function
space M for Eq. (13) proving (i). Now in addition suppose that A
generates a strongly continuous semigroup. Then (ii) and (iii) are
immediate consequences of Corollary 3.1 and (i). K
Remark 3.4. The case where A generates a strongly continuous analytic
semigroup has been treated in [43, 44, 55, 57] with different methods.
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So far we have found conditions of the type _(DM) & _(A)=< which
along with additional conditions on M and A such as boundedness and
condition P such that
0 # \(DM&AM ) (28)
which guarantee various kinds of admissibility of M with respect to
Eq. (13). Since, in general, the spectral mapping theorem of semigroups of
linear operators does not hold true in the infinite dimensional case, it is not
hard to see that the condition _(DM) & _(A)=< alone cannot give the
admissibility. Now we are going to discuss an alternative and a little
stronger condition of the type e_(DM) & _(eA)=< for the admissibility. In
the case where A is the generator of a C0 -semigroup and M/AAP(X), it
is interesting that the operator &LM generates the C0-semigroup
(T h)h0 ,
T h=ehAS(&h), h0, (29)
on M (see the proof of Lemma 3.2). Hence, it is natural to use the spectral
inclusion of C0 -semigroups (see [40, Sect. 2.2]) to find conditions such
that 1 # \(T 1) which implies (28), and then the mild admissibility of M
with respect to Eq. (13). We refer the reader to [34] for recent develop-
ments in this direction in which, among other things, the following has
been proved
Proposition 3.1. Let A be the generator of a C0 -semigroup and M be
a subspace of AAP(X) which satisfies condition H1. Then if
_(eA) & e_(DM)=<,
M is admissible with respect to Eq. (13).
Proof. This proposition is a special case of [34, Theorem 3]. K
Remark 3.5. In [57, Theorem 3.4] this proposition has been proved for
M/BUC(R, X) which satisfies condition H3.
We would like to emphasize that in previous papers (see, e.g., [1, 6, 21,
24, 25, 3234, 39, 45, 46, 49] and the references therein) semigroups of the
form (35) in the general nonautonomous case, i.e., evolution semigroups,
have been employed to study the asymptotic behavior of solutions of non-
autonomous evolution equations. It is natural to discuss here analogues of
the above proposition in a more general situation in which the equations
under consideration are periodic. In what follows, we are going to
formulate a result slightly generalizing [34, Theorem 3]. To this end, we
recall that
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Definition 3.4. A family of bounded linear operators (U(t, s))ts ,
(t, s # R) from a Banach space X to itself is called 1-periodic strongly
continuous evolutionary process if the following conditions are satisfied
(i) U(t, t)=I for all t # R,
(ii) U(t, s) U(s, r)=U(t, r) for all tsr,
(iii) The map (t, s) [ U(t, s) x is continuous for every fixed x # X,
(iv) U(t+1, s+1)=U(t, s) for all ts,
(v) &U(t, s)&<Ne|(t&s) for some positive N, | independent of ts.
Below we assume that (U(t, s))ts is a 1-periodic strongly continuous
evolutionary process. The operator P :=U(1, 0) will be called monodromy
operator of the process.
Theorem 3.3. Let f be an almost periodic function and (U(t, s))ts be a
1-periodic strongly continuous evolutionary process with the monodromy
operator P. Moreover, let _(P) & eisp( f )=<. Then, the equation
x(t)=U(t, s) x(s)+|
t
s
U(t, !) f (!) d!, \ts (30)
has an almost periodic solution xf which is unique if one requires
sp(xf)/[*+2k?, * # sp( f ), k # Z]. (31)
Proof. The main idea of the proof is taken from that [34, Theorem 3].
For the reader’s convenience we quote it here. For the function f # AP(X)
let us denote 4 :=[*+2k?, * # sp(u), k # Z]. The function space M( f ) :=
4(X) is closed and translation invariant. Moreover, it is left invariant by
the evolution semigroup (T h)h0 associated with the evolutionary process
(U(t, s))ts , i.e., the semigroup defined by T hg(t)=U(t, t&h) g(t&h),
\h0, t # R, g # M( f ). In fact, this is an immediate consequence of the
spectral estimate of type [55, Lemma 4.3] which holds also for strongly
continuous processes. Indeed,
Lemma 3.4. Let P(t) be a 1-periodic operator valued function such that
the map (t, x) [ P(t) x is continuous. Then for every u( } ) # AP(X), the
following spectral estimate holds true,
sp(P( } ) u( } ))/4, (32)
where 4 :=[*+2k?, * # sp(u), k # Z].
Proof. The lemma can be easily proved by using the Approximation
Theorem of almost periodic functions [26, p. 17] as was done in
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[55, Lemma 4.3]. In fact, since u is almost periodic we can approximate
it by a sequence of trignometric polynomials
u(m)(t)= :
N(m)
k=1
ei*k, m tak, m , ak, m # X
such that *k, m # _b(u), where _b(u) denotes the Bohr spectrum of u,
limm   u(m)(t)=u(t) uniformly in t # R. Again, for every pair (k, m), since
the function P( } ) ak, m is 1-periodic, it can be approximated by another
sequence of trignometric polynomials
Pn(t)= :
N(n)
k=&N(n)
ei2?ktpk, n , pk, n # X
whose spectra are clearly contained in 4. Thus, since the function P( } ) u( } )
can be approximated by a sequence of functions with spectra contained in
4, its spectrum should be contained in 4 as well. The lemma is proved.
We now continue the proof of Theorem 3.3. Since (S(t))t # R is an
isometric C0-group, by the Weak Spectral Mapping Theorem for isometric
groups (see, e.g., [37]) we have
_(S(1) |M( f ))=e_(D |M( f )).
Hence, since
e_(DM( f ))=ei4/eisp( f )/ei4,
we have
_(S(1) |M( f ))=e_(D |M( f ))=eisp( f ).
Thus, the condition
_(P) & eisp( f )=<
is equivalent to
1  _(P) ._(S(&1) |M( f )).
Let us consider the multiplication operator P M( f ) which maps every
g( } ) # M( f ) to Pg( } ) # M( f ). It can be seen that _(P M( f ))"[0]/_(P)"
[0]. In view of the inclusion
_(T 1|M( f ))"[0]/_(P M( f )) ._(S(&1)|M( f ))"[0]
/_(P) ._(S(&1)|M( f ))"[0]
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which follows from the commutativeness of the multiplication operator
P M( f ) with S(&1) |M( f ) , the above inclusion implies that
1  _(T 1 | M( f )).
Hence, the generator G of the semigroup (T 1 | M( f )) is invertible ([40,
Theorem 2.3, p. 45]). Finally, G&1(& f ) is an almost periodic solution of
Eq. (30) [34, Lemma 2]. The theorem is proved. K
Remark 3.6. (i) This result gives a positive answer to the question
raised in [55]. In [34, Theorem 3] the assertion of Theorem 3.3 has been
proved with the assumption that the map t  U(t, t&h) is norm con-
tinuous for fixed h>0. Note that when this paper was beeing completed
the authors were sent the preprint [7] in which, independently, based on
our approach of [34, Theorem 3] a result [7, Theorem 3.8] more general
than Theorem 36 has been stated. However, it seems that its proof is not
complete2
(ii) In the ‘‘resonnant case’’ in which the set _(P) may intersect eisp( f )
is a subject of our recent study [35, 36, 50]. Using a new technique [36,
Theorem 3.3] we have shown that even in this case if Eq. (36) has a
bounded uniformly continuous solution on R, _1 (P)"eisp( f ) is closed, where
_1 (P) :=_(P) & S 1, eisp( f ) is countable and X does not contain the space
c0 , then Eq. (30) has an almost periodic solution xf such that (31) holds.
3.3. Higher Order Differential Equations
Our approach can be naturally extended to higher order differential
equations. To see it, in this subsection we will consider the admissibility of
the function space M & 4(X) where M is assumed to satisfy condition H1
and 4 is a closed subset of the real line with respect to the equation
d nu
dtn
=Au+ f (t), (33)
where n is a natural number. To this end, first we compute the spectrum
of the operator d nudtn :=Dn on M & 4(X).
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2 The reader, who is interested in this, can take the function space F :=C0(R, X) to check
that F does not contain any functions of the form t [ ei’tx with ’ # R, x{0, though it
satisfies all conditions of [7, Theorem 3.8(2)]. Consequently, [7, Lemma 3.7] is unapplicable
to prove [7, Theorem 3.8(2)] as done in [7].
Proposition 3.2. With the above notations the following assertions hold
true
(i) _(DnM & 4(X))/(i4)
n. (34)
(ii) _(Dn4(X))=(i4)
n. (35)
Proof. We associate with the equation
d nu
dtn
=+u+ f (t), f # M & 4(X) (36)
the following first order equation
{
x$1=x2
x$2=x3 ,
} } }
x$n=+x1+ f (t),
f # M & 4(X). (37)
It is easily seen that the unique solvability of these equations in M & 4(X)
are equivalent. On the other hand, by Theorem 3.1 for every f # M & 4(X)
Eq. (37) has a unique (classical) solution x( } ) # M & 4(X), x=(x1 , ..., xn) if
i4 & _(I(+))=<, (38)
where I(+) denotes the operator matrix associated with Eq. (37). A simple
computation shows that _(I(+)) consists of all solutions to the equation
tn&+=0. Thus,
_(DnM & 4(X))/[+ # C : +=(i*)
n for some * # 4].
Hence (i) is proved. On the other hand, let + # 4. Then g( } ) :=
xei+ } # 4(X). Obviously, Dn4(X) g=(i+)
n g and thus, (i+)n # _(Dn4(X)). Hence,
(ii) is proved.
To proceed we recall that the definition of admissibility for the first order
equations can be naturally extended to higher order equations. Now we
observe that (i4)n is compact if 4 is compact.
Theorem 3.4. Let 4 be a compact subset of the real line and M be a
translation invariant subspace of BUC(R, X) satisfying condition H1.
Moreover, let A be any closed operator in X such that _(A) & (i4)n=<.
Then for every f # M & 4(X) there exists a unique (classical) solution
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uf # M & 4(X) of Eq. (33). In particular, M & 4(X) is admissible with
respect to Eq. (33).
Proof. The theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 and
the above computation of the spectrum of Dn. K
We recall the following notion.
Definition 3.5. By a mild solution of Eq. (33) we understand a bounded
uniformly continuous function u: R  X such that
|
t
0
dt1 |
t1
0
dt2 } } } |
tn&1
0
u(s) ds # D(A)
and
u(t)=x0+tx1+ } } } tn&1xn&1+A |
t
0
dt1 |
t1
0
dt2 } } } |
tn&1
0
u(s) ds
+|
t
0
dt1 |
t1
0
dt2 } } } |
tn&1
0
f (s) ds (t # R)
for some fixed x0 , x1 , ..., xn&1 # X. For u # BUC(R, X) we say that u is a
classical solution to Eq. (33) if u(t) # D(A), \t # R and the n th derivative of
u (denoted by u(n)) exists as an element of BUC(R, X) such that Eq. (33)
holds for all t # R.
Remark 3.7. It may be noted that a classical solution is also a mild
solution. In case n=1 if A generates a strongly continuous semigroup the
above definition of mild solution on R coincides with that in Definition 3.1.
A direct verification shows that if u is a mild solution of Eq. (33) and
, # L1(R) such that the Fourier transform of , has compact support, then
, V u is a classical solution to Eq. (33) with forcing term , V f.
We now recall the notion of B-class of functions
Definition 3.6. A translation invariant subspace F/BUC(R, X) is
said to be a B-class3 if and only if it satisfies
(i) F is a closed subspace of BUC(R, X);
(ii) F contains all constant functions;
(iii) F satisfies condition H1;
(iv) F is invariant by multiplication by e i! } , \! # R.
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3 Originally, in [5, p. 60] this notion is called 4-class.
In connection with the notion of B-classes we recall the following notion
of spectrum. Let F be a B-class and u be in BUC(R, X). Then, by
definition
spF(u) :=[! # R : \=>0 _f # L1(R) such that
supp Ff /(!&=, !+=) and f V u  F]. (39)
If f # F, where F is a B-class, then  V f # F, \ # L1(R) [5, p. 60].
Hence, Theorem 3.4 yields the following:
Theorem 3.5. Let F be a B-class, A be a closed linear operator with
non-empty resolvent set. Then for any mild solution u to Eq. (33) with f # F,
spF(u)/[* # R : (i*)n # _(A)]. (40)
Proof. Let *0 # R such that (i*0)n  _(A). Then, since _(A) is closed
there is a positive number $ such that for all * # (*0&2$, *0+2$) we have
(i*)n  _(A). Let us define 4 :=[*0&$, *0+$]. Then by Theorem 3.4 for
every y # 4(X) & F there is a unique (classical) solution x # 4(X) & F. Let
 # L1(R) such that supp F/4. Put v := V u, g := V f. Then, by [5,
p. 60] g # F and by [5, Proposition 2.5] spF(g)/supp F & spF( f )/4.
Thus g # 4(X) & F. Since spF(v)/4 by Theorem 3.4 we see that Eq. (33)
has a unique solution in 4(X) which should be v. Moreover, applying
again Theorem 3.4 we can see that the function v should belong to
4(X) & F. We have in fact proved that *0  spF(u). Hence the assertion of
the theorem has been proved. K
Remark 3.8. In [26, Lemma 3, p. 93] the theorem was first formulated
and proved for the case where the operator A generates a C0-semigroup
and F=AP(X). More complete proofs can be found in [2, 5, 48]. In [5]
the theorem was proved for arbitrary B-class F and A as the generator of
a C0 -semigroup (see also the earlier paper [48]). The case of second order
equations with F=AP(X) was considered in [2, Theorem 4.5, p. 375]. In
the case F=AP(X) the theorem was formulated in general terms in [56,
the proof of Theorem 4.4] (for which, seemingly, additional conditions
should be assumed).
In a standard manner we get the following:
Corollary 3.2. Let F be a B-class, _(A) & (iR)n be countable. Moreover,
let u be a mild solution to Eq. (33) which satisfies
lim
t  
1
t |
t
0
e&i*su(x+s) ds
exists for every * # spF(u) uniformly with respect to x # R. Then u # F.
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Proof. The corollary is an immediate consequence of [5, Theorem 4.2.6]
and Theorem 3.5. K
In particular, we can take F=AP(X), AAP(X) and get spectral criteria
for almost periodicity and asymptotic almost periodicity for solutions to
the higher order Eqs. (33). Other B-classes can be read in [5]. It is interest-
ing that starting from the spectral estimate (40) and the above corollary in
the case n=1 various criteria for stability for C0 -semigroups can be
established (see [5]).
We now consider the admissibility of a given translation invariant closed
subspace M with respect to the higher order Eq. (33). Since the geometric
properties of the set (iR)n play an important role, we will consider only the
case n=2, i.e., the equation
d 2u
dt2
=Au+ f (t). (41)
It turns out that for higher order equations conditions on A are much
weaker than for the first order ones. Indeed, we have
Theorem 3.6. Let A be a linear operator on X such that there are
positive constants R, % and
7(%, R)/\(A) and sup
* # 7(%, R)
|*| &R(*, A)&<. (42)
Furthermore, let M be a translation invariant closed subspace of the space
BUC(R, X) which satisfies condition H1 such that
_(D2M) & _(A)=<.
Then M is admissible with respect to the second order Eq. (41).
Proof. We will apply Proposition 2.1 to the pair of linear operators
D2M , AM . To this end, by Proposition 3.2 we observe that
_(D2M)/(iR)
2=(&, 0]. (43)
On the other hand, for 0<=<% there is a constant M such that the following
estimate holds
&R(*, D2M)&
M
|*|12
, \*{0, |arg(*)&?|<=. (44)
In fact, this follows immediately from well known facts in [11, Chap. 2].
To make it more clear, we consider the first order equation of the form
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(37) for the case n=2. For every * # \(D2M) the associated equation has an
exponential dichotomy and its Green function is nothing but R(*, D2M).
Moreover, the norm of the Green function can be estimated via the
infimum of the modulus of all the real parts of square root of * (see [11,
Chap. 2, pp. 8089]). Furthermore, since M is translation invariant note
that D(D2M) is dense in M. Thus, applying Proposition 2.1 to the pair of
operators D2M , AM we have
0 # \(D2M&AM ). (45)
It remains to show that for every f # M0 :=D(D2M) there is a unique
classical solution u on R. In fact, denoting
G :=(D2M&AM )
&1,
we can easily see that since D2M , AM commute with D
2
M , so does G. By
definition, for * # \(D2M), since G is bounded on M
GR(*, D2M)=R(*, D
2
M) G.
Hence there is g # M such that f =R(*, D2M) g. Thus, by the above equality
Gf =R(*, D2M) Gg # D(D
2
M). This shows the admissibility of M with
respect to Eq. (41). K
3.4. Abstract Functional Differential Equations
This subsection will be devoted to some generalization of the method
discussed in the previous ones for functional differential equations of the
form
dx(t)
dt
=Ax(t)+[Bx](t)+ f (t), \t # R, (46)
where the operator A is a linear operator on X and B is assumed to be an
autonomous functional operator.
We first recall the notion of autonomousness for functional operators B:
Definition 3.7. Let B be a linear operator, everywhere defined and
bounded on BUC(R, X) into itself. B is said to be an autonomous functional
operator if for every , # BUC(R, X)
S({) B,=BS({) ,, \{ # R, (47)
where (S({)){ # R is the translation group on BUC(R, X).
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In connection with autonomous functional operators we will consider
closed translation invariant subspaces M/BUC(R, X) which satisfy condi-
tion H3. Recall that if B is an autonomous functional operator and M
satisfies condition H3, then by definition, M is left invariant under B.
Definition 3.8. Let A be the generator of a C0 -semigroup and B be an
autonomous functional operator. A function u on R is said to be a mild
solution of Eq. (46) on R if
u(t)=e(t&s) Au(s)+|
t
s
e(t&!) A[(Bu)(!)+ f (!)] d!, \ts.
As we have defined the notion of mild solutions it is natural to extend
the notion of mild admissibility with respect to Eq. (46) in the case where
the operator A generates a strongly continuous semigroup. It is interesting
to note that in this case because of the arbitrary nature of an autonomous
functional operator B nothing can be said on the ‘‘well posedness’’ of
Eq. (46). (We refer the reader to [31, 52] for particular cases of ‘‘finite
delay’’ and ‘‘infinite delay’’ in which Eq. (46) is well posed.) However, as
shown below we can extend our approach to this case. Now we formulate
the main result for this subsection.
Theorem 3.7. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of an analytic
strongly continuous semigroup, B be an autonomous functional operator on
the space BUC(R, X) and M be a closed translation invariant subspace of
AAP(X) which satisfies condition H3. Moreover, assume that
_(DM) & _(A+B)=<. (48)
Then M is mildly admissible with respect to Eq. (46), i.e., for every f # M
there is a unique mild solution uf # M of Eq. (46).
Proof. Since M satisfies condition H3, for every f # M we have Bf # M.
Thus,
D((A+B)M)=[ f # M : Af ( } )+Bf # M]
=[ f # M : Af ( } ) # M]
=D(AM).
Hence
(A+B)M=AM+BM .
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As M satisfies condition H3 it satisfies condition H1 as well. Thus, by
Lemma 2.1,
_(AM)/_(A)/_(A)
and
&R(*, AM)&&R(*, A)&, \* # \(A).
Since B is bounded DM and (A+B)M=AM+BM satisfy condition P.
From [34, Lemma 2 and the remarks] it may be seen that AM is the
infinitesimal generator of the strongly continuous semigroup (T(t))t0
T(t) f (!) :=etAf (!), \f # M, ! # R.
Hence D((A+B)M)=D(AM) is dense everywhere in M. It may be noted
that R(*, A+B) commutes with the translation group. Since M satisfies
condition H3 we can easily show that
_((A+B)M)/_(A+B).
Applying Theorem 2.2 we get
_(DM&(A+B)M )/_(DM)&_((A+B)M). (49)
Hence
0 # \(DM&(A+B)M ). (50)
On the other hand, since BM is bounded on M
DM&(A+B)M =DM&AM &BM
=LM&BM (51)
we have
0 # \(LM&BM). (52)
If u, f # M such that (LM&BM) u= f, then
LM u=BM u+ f.
By definition of the operator LM , this is equivalent to
u(t)=e(t&s) Au(s)+|
t
s
e(t&!) A[(BMu)(!)+ f (!)] d!, \ts,
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i.e., u is a mild solution to Eq. (46). Thus (52) shows that M is mildly
admissible with resppect to Eq. (46). K
Remark 3.9. Sometime it is convenient to re-state Theorem 3.7 in other
form than that made above. In fact, in practice we may encounter difficulty
in computing the spectrum _(A+B). Hence, alternatively, we may con-
sider D&A&B as a sum of two commuting operators D&B and A if B
commutes with A. In Subsection 3.5 we again consider this situation.
We formulate here the analogs of Theorems 3.4, 3.6 for higher order
functional differential equations
d nx(t)
dtn
=Ax(t)+[Bx](t)+ f (t). (53)
Theorem 3.8. Let M be a closed translation invariant subspace of the
space BUC(R, X) which satisfies condition H3, A be a closed linear operator
on X with nonempty resolvent set, B be an autonomous functional operator
on BUC(R, X) and 4 be a closed subset of the real line. Moreover, let
(i4)n & _(A+B)=<.
Then for every f # M & 4(X) there exists a unique (classical ) solution uf to
Eq. (52) provided one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(i) Either 4 is compact or
(ii) A is bounded on X.
In particular, in both cases M & 4(X) is admissible with respect to Eq. (52).
Proof. The proof can be done in the same way as that of Theorem 3.4.
So the details are omitted. K
In applications we frequently meet the operator B in the integral form.
This implies the commutativeness of B with the convolution, i.e.,
B(u V v)=u V (Bv), \u # L1(R), v # BUC(R, X).
Hence, as a consequence of Theorem 3.8 we have
Corollary 3.3. Let A be the generator of a C0 -semigroup and B be an
autonomous functional operator on BUC(R, X) which commutes with the
convolution. Moreover, let u be a bounded uniformly continuous mild solution
of Eq. (46) with almost periodic f. Then
spAP(u)/iR & _(A+B). (54)
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Proof. The proof can be done identically as that of Theorem 3.5. So the
details are omitted. K
Theorem 3.9. Let A be a linear operator on X such that there are
positive constants R, % and
7(%, R)/\(A) and sup
* # 7(%, R)
|*| &R(*, A)&<, (55)
and B be an autonomous functional operator. Furthermore, let M be a trans-
lation invariant closed subspace of BUC(R, X) which satisfies condition H3
such that
_(D2M) & _(A+B)=<.
Then M is admissible with respect to the equation
d 2x(t)
dt2
=Ax(t)+[Bx](t)+ f (t). (56)
Proof. The proof can be done as in that of Theorem 3.6. So the details
are omitted. K
We now study the mild admissibility of a function space M with respect
to the nonlinearly perturbed equation
dx(t)
dt
=Ax(t)+[Bx](t)+[Fx](t), \t # R, (57)
where F is not necessarily an autonomous functional operator. Note that
the notion of mild solutions to Eq. (53) in the case where A is the generator
of a C0 -semigroup can be extended to Eq. (57).
Theorem 3.10. Let A be the generator of a C0 -semigroup and B be any
autonomous functional operator on BUC(R, X), and M be a closed transla-
tion invariant subspace of BUC(R, X) which satisfies condition H3 and is
mildly admissible with respect to Eq. (53). Moreover, let F be a ( possibly
nonlinear) operator defined on M which satisfies the Lipschitz condition
&F(u)&F(v)&$ &u&v&, \u, v # M.
Then for sufficiently small $ Eq. (57) has a unique mild solution uF # M.
Proof. Under the assumptions of the theorem the closed linear operator
LM&BM is invertible. Thus if we define the normed space B to be the set
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D(LM&BM) with graph norm &u&B :=&(LM&BM) u&+&u&, for every
u # D(LM&BM), then B becomes a Banach space. Moreover, LM&BM is
an isomorphism from B onto M. Thus, by the Inverse Lipschitz Con-
tinuous Mapping Theorem (see, e.g., [28]), for sufficiently small $ there
exists the inverse function to LM&BM&F which is Lipschitz continuous.
This proves the theorem. K
Remark 3.10. In the case where B=0 we can weaken considerably
conditions on the function space M (see [34]). Here the translation
invariance and condition H3 are needed to use the differential operator
LM&BM .
3.5. Examples and Applications
In this subsection we will present several examples and applications and
discuss the relation between our results and the previous ones.
As typical examples of the function spaces 4(X), where 4 is a closed
subset of the real line we will take the following ones:
Example 3.1. The space of all X valued continuous {-periodic functions
P({). In this case 4=[2k?{, k # Z].
Example 3.2. Let 4 be a discrete subset of R. Then 4(X) consists of
almost periodic functions (see [4]).
Example 3.3. Let 4 be a countable subset of R. Then 4(X) consists of
almost periodic functions if in addition one assumes that X does not
contain any subspace which is isomorphic to the space c0 (see [26]).
Below we will revisit one of the main results of [23] to show how our
method fits in the problem considered in [23]. Moreover, our method can
be easily extended to the infinite dimensional case.
Example 3.4 (cf. [23]). Consider the following ordinary functional
differential equation
x$(t)=|

0
[dE(s)] x(t&s)+ f (t), x # Cn, t # R, (58)
where E is an n_n matrix function with elements in C, f is a Cn-valued
almost periodic function. In addition, we assume that E is continuous from
the left and of bounded total variation on [0, ), i.e.,
0<#=|

0
|dE(s)|<. (59)
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As is well known for every f # AP(Cn) there is a corresponding Fourier
series
:

k=0
ak ei*k t. (60)
We define
A0q :=[ f # AP(C
n) : a0=0, |*k |q, k=1, 2, ...]
and Aq=A
0
q+Vc , where Vc is the set of all C
n-valued constant functions.
Now we define our operator
Bu(t) :=|

0
[dE(s)] u(t&s), t # R, u # AP(Cn).
Obviously, B is an autonomous functional operator with &B&#. If we
define 4 :=[’ # R : |’|q], then A0q=AP(C
n) & 4(Cn). We are now in a
position to apply Theorem 3.8(ii).
Assertion 1. Under the above notations and assumptions Eq. (58) has a
unique almost periodic solution xf # A0q for every f # A
0
q if #<q.
Proof. In fact, by assumption it is obvious that the spectral radius
r_(B)<#. Hence, i4 & _(B)=<. K
If in addition we assume that
M :=|

0
dE(s) (61)
is a nonsigular matrix, then Assertion 1 implies the following:
Assertion 2. Under Assertion 1’s assumptions and the nonsingularity of
the matrix (61) there exists a unique solution xf # Aq to Eq. (58) for every
f # Aq .
Proof. In this case the operator ddt&B is a direct sum of two inver-
tible operators in A0q and Vc . K
Remark 3.11. In [23, Sect. 3] Assertion 2 has been proved with a little
stronger assumption, namely, #$<q, where $1 is an ‘‘absolute constant’’
(in terminology of [23, p. 401]). The condition #<q of Assertion 2
becomes also necessary in many cases. To show this, we consider the case
Bu(t)=Bu(t+{), \t # R, u # BUC(R, X),
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where { is a given constant, B is a matrix. Now suppose that there exists
a unique solution xf # Aq to Eq. (58) for every f # Aq . Denoting Gf :=xf we
see that G is a bounded linear operator on Aq . Moreover, since B
commutes with translation group so does G, i.e., DGf =GDf, \f # D(D).
Taking f :=ei*ty we have Dxf=DGf =GDf =*Gf =*xf . Hence, xf (t)=
ei*tx for some x. Substituting this into Eq. (58) we get the assertion that
given |*|q for every y # Cn there exists a unique x # Cn such that
i*x&ei{*Bx= y.
This shows that i* # \(ei{*B)=ei{*\(B) and yields #<q.
In the following example we will revisit a problem discussed in [52] with
an unbounded A.
Example 3.5. Let us consider the equation
dx(t)
dt
=Ax(t)+ :
N
k=1
Bkx(t+{k)+ f (t), t # R, (62)
where A is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic C0 -semigroup,
Bk , k=1, ..., N are bounded linear operators on X which are commutative
with each other and A, {k , k=1, ..., N are given reals and f is a bounded
uniformly continuous function.
We denote 4=sp( f ).
Assertion 3. Let 4 be bounded. Then if
_(A) & .
* # 4
_ \i*& :
N
k=1
Bkei{k *+=<, (63)
Eq. (62) has a unique classical solution in 4(X).
Proof. If 4 is bounded, then D4(X) is bounded. Hence, if
_(D4(X)& :
N
k=1
Bke{k D4(X)) & _(A)=< (64)
Eq. (62) has a unique classical solution in 4(X). In turn, using the
estimates of spectra as in [52] we get
_ \D4(X)& :
N
k=1
Bke{k D4(X)+/ .* # 4 _ \i*& :
N
k=1
Bke i{k *+ . K (65)
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Assertion 4. Let f be almost periodic and Bk , k=1, ..., N be com-
mutative with each other and A and
i4 & \_(A)+ .
*k # e
i{k 4
_ \ :
N
k=1
Bk *k++=<. (66)
Then Eq. (62) has a unique almost periodic mild solution in 4(X).
Proof. First using the Weak Spectral Mapping Theorem (see, e.g.,
[37]) we have
_(S({k))=ei{k4. (67)
In view of [52, Theorem 1], denoting the multiplication operator by Bk by
also Bk for the sake of simplicity, we have
_ \ :
N
k=1
BkS({k)+/ .
*k # e
i{k 4
_ \ :
N
k=1
Bk*k+ . (68)
By the commutativeness assumption applying Theorem 3.7 and then
Theorem 2.2 we get the conclusion of the assertion. K
In case A is the generator of a C0 -semigroup which is not necessarily
analytic we can still apply Proposition 3.2 and the commutativeness of the
operators A, B as shown in the following example:
Example 3.6. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a strongly con-
tinuous semigroup of linear operators on X, B be an autonomous func-
tional operator on BUC(R, X) and M be a translation invariant subspace
of AAP(X). Moreover, we assume that B and A commute. The only
difference between this example and the previous one is that the semigroup
generated by A may not be analytic. However, we can find conditions for
the admissibility of M by using evolution semigroup associated with A as
in Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.3. In fact, in M, since BM is bounded it
generates the norm continuous semigroup (Bh)h0 . Hence, &DM+AM +
BM generates a strongly continuous semigroup (T hBh)h0 . Thus, in view
of spectral inclusion of strongly continuous semigroups, this generator is
invertible if 1  _(T 1B1). Using the commutativeness of the operators under
consideration and the Weak Spectral Mapping Theorem for the translation
group on M we have
_(T 1B1)/_(T 1) } _(B1)/e&DM _(eA) } _(B1). (69)
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Hence the following is obvious:
Assertion 5. If
1  e&DM _(eA) } _(B1),
then
dx(t)
dt
=Ax(t)+[Bx](t)+ f (t), (70)
has a unique mild solution in M for every given f # M.
As an application suppose that we are given an almost periodic function
f. Let M/AP(X) consisting of all functions g such that sp(g)/sp( f ).
Then the above condition can be written as
1  e&isp( f ) _(eA) } e_(BM) (71)
which implies the existence of an almost periodic mild solution to Eq. (69).
To illustrate the usefulness of (71) we consider the following case of
Eq. (70)
dx(t)
dt
=Ax(t)+bx(t+1)+ f (t), (72)
where b # R and f is 1-periodic and continuous. In this case, B=bS(1).
Hence, sp( f )=2?Z and condition (71) can be written as
1  _(eA) eb. (73)
Hence, if condition (73) holds true, then Eq. (72) has a unique 1-periodic
mild solution.
In the following example we will demonstrate another way than
Theorem 3.7 to use the evolution semigroups and sums of commuting
operators method to study the admissibility of function spaces. In fact,
sometime it is convenient to apply Remark 3.9. We refer the reader to [43,
Theorem 2] for related results in the case of sufficiently small variation.
Example 3.7. We consider now in this example the equation
x* (t)=Ax(t)+|

0
x(t&s) db(s), (74)
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where A is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic strongly continuous
semigroup of linear operators, and b: R+ [ C is a function of bounded
variation satisfying
_#>0 |

0
e#sd |b(s)|<.
To this end we consider the equation
x* (t)=|

0
x(t&s) db(s), (75)
and the associated operator B defined by
[B(,)](t)=|

0
,(t&s) db(s), , # BUC(R, C), t # R.
Let N be any translation invariant subspace of AAP(X) which satisfies
condition H3. To study Eq. (81) below we will use the esimate
_(DN&BN&AN )/_(DN&BN)&_(AN)
the validity of which is easily established under the above-mentioned
assumptions.
The main result we are going to prove in this example is the following
which will be then applied to study Eq. (74):
Theorem 3.11. Let 4 be a closed subset of R and let M=4(C)=
[, # BUC(R, C) : _(,)/4]. Then
_(DM&BM)={i*&|

0
e&i*s db(s) : * # 4= (=: ( i4t)).
Proof. If +=i*&0 e
&i*s db(s) for some * # 4, then , :=exp(i* } )
belongs to M, and
(DM&BM) ,=i*,&, |

0
e&i*s db(s)
=+,,
and hence + # _(DM&BM). Thus ( i4
t
)/_(DM&BM).
Next we shall show that ( i4
t
)#_(DM&BM). To do this, it is sufficient
to prove the claim:
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Assertion 6. If i*{0 e
&i*s db(s)+k (\* # 4), then k # \(DM&BM).
To establish the claim, we will show that for each f # M, the equation
x* (t)=|

0
x(t&s) db(s)+kx(t)+ f (t), t # R (76)
possesses a unique solution xf # M and that the map f # M [ xf # M is
continuous. We first treat the homogeneous functional differential equation
(FDE)
x* (t)=|

0
x(t&s) db(s)+kx(t), (77)
which may be considered as a FDE on the uniform fading memory space
C#=[, # C((&, 0]; C) : sup%0 |,(%)| e#%<] which is equipped with
norm &,&C#=sup%0 |,(%)| e
#%. Let us consider the solution semigroup
T(t) : C# [ C# , t0, of (77) which is defined as
T(t) ,=xt(,), , # C# ,
where x( } , ,) denotes the solution of (77) through (0, ,) and xt is an
element in C# defined as xt(%)=x(t+%), %0. Let G be the infinitesimal
generator of the solution semigroup T(t). We assert that
iR & _(G)={i* # iR : i*=|

0
e&i*s db(s)+k= .
Indeed, if i* # iR & _(G), then it follows from [20, p. 155, Theorem 4.4]
that i* # P_(G) because of Re(i*)=0, and consequently from [20, p.135,
Theorem 2.1] we get that i*&(0 e
&i*% db(s)+k)=0, which shows that i*
belongs to the set of the right hand side in the assertion. Conversely, if i*
is an element of the set of the right hand side in the assertion, then the
function w defined by w(%)=exp(i*%), %0, together with the derivative w*
belong to the space C# , and satisfy the relation
w* (0)=*i=|

0
e&i*s db(s)+k
=|

0
w(&s) db(s)+kw(0),
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and hence w # D(G) and Gw=w* =i*w by [20, p. 150, Theorem 4.1]. Thus
i* # _(G) & iR, and the assertion is proved.
Now consider the sets 7C :=[* # _(G) : Re *=0] and 7U :=[* # _(G) :
Re *>0]. Then the sets 7=7C _ 7U is a finite set [20, p. 144,
Proposition 3.2]. Corresponding to the set 7, we get the decomposition of
the space C# :
C#=SCU,
where S, C, U are invariant under T(t), the restriction T(t)|U can
be extendable as a group, and there exist positive constants c1 and : such
that
&T(t) |S &c1 e&:t (t0), &T(t) |U&c1e:t (t0)
[20, p. 145, Theorems 3.1, 3.3]. Let 8 be a basis vector in C, and let 9 be
the basis vector associated with 8. From [20, p. 149, Corollary 3.8] we
know that the C-component u(t) of the segment xt for each solution x( } )
of (83) is given by the relation u(t)=(9, 6Cxt) (where 6C denotes the
projection from C# onto C which corresponds to the decomposition of the
space C#), and u(t) satisfies the ordinary differential equation
u* (t)=Lu(t)&9 (0&) f (t), (78)
where L is a matrix such that _(L)=_(G) & iR and the relation
T(t) 8=8etL holds. Moreover, 9 is the one associated with the Riesz
representation of 9. Indeed, 9 is a normalized vector-valued function
which is of locally bounded variation on (&, 0] satisfying (9, ,) =
0& ,(%) d9 (%) for any , # C# with compact support. Observe that
7C /iR"i4. Indeed, if + # 7C , then +=i*=0 e&i*s db(s)+k with some
* # R by the preceding assertion. Hence we get *  4 by the assumption of
the claim, and + # iR"i4, as required. This observation leads to
_(L) & i4=<. Since 9 (0&) f # M, the ordinary differential Eq. (78) has a
unique solution u # M with &u&c2 &9 (0&) f &c3 & f & for some con-
stants c2 and c3 . Consider a function !: R [ C# defined by
!(t)=|
t
*&
T**(t&s) 6S**1f (s) ds+8u(t)
+|

*t
T**(t&s) 6*U1f (s) ds,
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where 1 is the one defined in [20, p. 118] and 
*
denotes the weak-star
integration (cf. [20, p. 116]). If t0, then
T(t) !(_)+|
*_
t+_
T**(t+_&s) 1f (s) ds
=T(t) _|
_
*&
T**(_&s) 6S**1f (s) ds+
+8u(_)+|
*_

T**(_&s) 6 U**1f (s) ds&
+|
*_
t+_
T**(t+_&s) 1f (s) ds
=|
_
*&
T**(t+_&s) 6S**1f (s) ds+8etLu(_)
+|

*_
T**(t+_&s) 6 U**1f (s) ds+
+|
*_
t+_
T**(t+_&s)(6 S**+6C**+6 U**) 1f (s) ds
=|
t+_
*&
T**(t+_&s) 6 S**1f (s) ds
+8_etLu(_)+|
t+_
_
e(t+_&s) L(&9 (0&) f (s)) ds&
+|

*t+
T**(t+_&s) 6U**1f (s) ds
=|
t+_
*&
T**(t+_&s) 6 S**1f (s) ds+8u(t+_)
+|

*t+_
T**(t+_&s) 6U**1f (s) ds
=!(t+_),
where we used the relation T**(t) 6 C**1=T**(t) 8(9, 1 ) =8etL
(&9 (0&)). Then [20, Theorem 2.9, p. 121] yields that x(t) :=[!(t)](0) is
a solution of (76). Define a  # C #* by (, ,)=,(0), , # C# . Then
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x(t)&8(0) u(t)=(, !(t)&8u(t))
=, |
t
*&
T**(t&s) 6S**1f (s) ds
+|

*t
T**(t&s) 6U**1f (s) ds
=|
t
&
(, T**(t&s) 6S**1 ) f (s) ds
+|

t
(, T**(t&s) 6U**1 ) f (s) ds
=|

&
K(t&s) f (s) ds=K V f (t),
where K(t)=(, T**6S**1 ) / (&, 0]+(, T**6U**1 ) /[0, ) and it is
an integrable function on R. Then _(x&8(0) u)/_( f ), and hence
x&8(0) u # M. Thus we get x # M because of u # M. Moreover, the map
f # M [ x # M is continuous.
Finally, we will prove the uniqueness of solutions of (76) in M. Let x be
any solution of (76) which belongs to M. By [20, Theorem 2.8, p. 120] the
C# -valued function 6Sxt satisfies the relation
6S xt=T(t&_) 6Sx_+|
t
*_
T**(t&s) 6S**1f (s) ds
for all t_>&. Note that sup_ # R &x_&C#<. Therefore, letting
_  & we get
6S xt=|
t
*&
T**(t&s) 6 S**1f (s) ds,
because
lim
_   |
t
*_
T**(t&s) 6 S**1f (s) ds=|
t
*&
T**(t&s) 6S**1f (s) ds
converges. Similarly, one gets
6U x_=&|

_
T**(t&s) 6 U**1f (s) ds.
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Also, since (9, xt) satisfies the ordinary differential Eq. (78), 6Cut=
8(9, xt) =8u(t) for all t # R by the uniqueness of the solution of (78) in
M. Consequently, we have xt #!(t) or x(t)#[!(t)](0), which shows the
uniqueness of the solution of (76) in M. K
Corollary 3.4. Suppose that i*{0 e
&i*s db(s) for all * # 4. Then (75)
is admissible for M=4(C); that is, for any f # M the equation
x* (t)=|

0
x(t&s) db(s)+ f (t), t # R,
is uniquely solvable.
Proof. The corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.11, since
0  _(DM&BM). K
Corollary 3.5. Let 4 be a closed subset of R. If k{i*&0 e
&i*s db(s)
for all * # 4, then there exists an F # L1(C) such that
1<\i*&|

0
e&i*s db(s)&k+=FF(*) :=|

&
F(t) e&i*t dt (\* # 4).
Proof. As seen in the proof of Theorem 3.11, there exists an integrable
function K such that (DM&BM&k)&1 f &8(0) u(t)=K V f for all f # M.
We first claim that there exists an integrable function F1 such that
u=F1 V f is a unique solution of (78) in M & AP(C) for each f # M &
AP(C). In fact, by considering a linear transform which changes the matrix
L to the Jordan form, this claim is reduced to the one for the case that (78)
is a scalar equation. Therefore, we will restrict our consideration to the
equation
u* (t)=i*u(t)+ g(t), (79)
where g # 4(C) & AP(C) and *  4, and find an integrable function H such
that H V g is a solution of (79). Take an interval I=[*&:, *+:] such
that I & 4=<. In the same way as in [26, pp. 8990], we choose a
complex function H on R such that it is integrable on R, continuous
everwhere except zero, H(+0)&H(&0)=1, and it has the Fourier
transform FH(!)=1i(!&*) for !  I. For g # M put
u(t)= g*H(t)=|

&
g(t&s) H(s) ds.
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Then u # AP(C) and sp(u)/sp(g) & supp FH/sp(g)/4. Hence u # M. To
establish the claim, we must prove that u satisfies (90). First, let g be a
trigonometric polynomial with spectrum out side I:
g=: amei*m t, *m  I.
Then
u(t)=: amei*m t |

&
e&i*m sH(s) ds
=: amei*m tFH(*m)
=:
am
i(*m&*)
ei*m t,
which implies ddt[e&i*tu(t)]=e&i*tg(t). For a general almost periodic
function g # M, we can choose a sequence of trigonometric functions
gn(t)=: an, mei*n, m t,
such that *n, m are all in the Bohr spectrum of g and that gn  g uniformly
on R. Hence sp(gn)/4, and sp(gn) is outside I. Put un= gn V H. Then
ddt[e&i*tun(t)]=e&i*tgn(t). Since gn  g uniformly on R, un  u= g V H
uniformly on R, so that ddt[e&i*tu(t)]=e&i*tg(t). Consequently, u$&i*u
= g, as required.
We now set F=K+8(0) F1 . Then F is an integrable function on R, and
F V f is is a unique solution of (76) in M & AP(C) for each f # M & AP(C).
Let * # 4, and set x(t)=F(t) V ei*t. Since sp(x)/sp(ei*t)=[*], we must
get sp(x)=[*] because of x{0. Note that x # AP(C). Then the limit
limT  
1
2T 
s+T
s&T x(t) e
&i*t dt(=: a{0) exists uniformly for s # R. Note that
a=FF(*)=
1
2T |
s+T
s&T
x(t) e&i*t dt
for all s # R. Indeed, we get
|
s+T
s&T
x(t) e&i*t dt=|
s+T
s&T \|

&
F({) ei*(t&{) d{+ e&i*t dt
=|
s+T
s&T
|

&
F({) e&i*{ d{ dt
=2TFF(*).
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Then
1
2T
(x(T ) e&i*T&x(&T ) e i*T)
=
1
2T |
T
&T
[&i*x(t)+x* (t)]e&i*t dt
=
1
2T |
T
&T
(&i*x(t)+|

&
x(t&s) db (s)+kx(t)+ei*t) e&i*t dt
=(k&i*) FF(*)+1+
1
2T |

& \|
T&s
&T&s
x({) e&i*{ d{+ e&i*s db (s)
=\k&i*+|

0
e&i*s db(s)+ FF(*)+1,
where b (t)=b(t) if t0, and b (t)=b(0) if t<0. Letting T   in the
above, then we get 0=(k&i*+0 e
&i*s db(s)) FF(*)+1, or FF(*)=
1(i*&0 e
&i*s db(s)&k), as required. K
We next consider Eq. (74). To this purpose, we need
Lemma 3.5. Let M(C)=4(C) & AP(C) and M(X)=4(X) & AP(X).
Then \(DM(C)&BM(C))/\(DM(X)&BM(X)).
Proof. Let k # \(DM(C)&BM(C)). Then Theorem 3.11 and Corollary 3.5
imply that there exists an integrable function F such that FF(*)=
1(i*&0 e
&i*s db(s)&k) for all * # 4. Then, by almost the same argument
as in the first paragraph of the proof of Corollary 3.5, we see that for any
f # M(X) the equation
x* (t)=kx(t)+|

0
x(t&s) db(s)+ f (t)
has a unique solution u(t)=F V f (t) in M(X). Thus k # \(DM(X)&BM(X)).
Applying this lemma, we get a condition under which M(X) is admissible
with respect to Eq. (74). K
Corollary 3.6. Assume that
_i*&|

0
e&i*s db(s)&A&
&1
# L(X) for all * # 4. (80)
Then M :=4(X) & AP(X) is admissible with respect to Eq. (74).
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Proof. In fact, since A is the generator of an analytic strongly con-
tinuous semigroup and B is bounded one sees that DM&BM and AM
satisfy all conditions of Theorem 2.2. Moreover, in view of Lemma 3.2 they
are densely defined. Thus,
_(DM&BM&AM )/_(DM&BM)&_(AM).
Hence, condition (80) means that 0 # _(DM&BM&AM ) which, by
Theorem 3.7 (or more precisely its proof and Remark 3.9) yields the exist-
ence and uniqueness of mild solution in M to Eq. (74). K
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